Printing Quotation Request

Project title: *Wildlife Gardener*

Date: October 26, 2018

Designer Name: Melissa Smith
Phone: 512.981.9844
Email: mmsmith@ag.tamu.edu

Delivery after receipt of order: __________________________

Deliver job to:
ATTN: Sharon Newland, Warehouse and Shipping Manager
Address: 2870 N. Harvey Mitchell Pkwy Ste 700
Bryan, TX  77807
Telephone: 979.985.5267
Email: s-newland@tamu.edu

Deliver samples to:
Name: Diane Bowen
Physical Address: 1601 E. 25th St.
Bryan, TX  77802
Telephone: 979.823.3238; 979.450.5478
Email: d-bowen@tamu.edu

Description: Case-bound book with concealed black Wire-O binding and 1-inch (approx.) spine. Sheet laminate cover; 232 pp. + cover + end sheet

Quantity: Please bid pricing for each quantity: 1,000, 1,400, and 1,800 copies

Size: Cover: 9½ x 11⅜” (finished)
End Sheet: 9 ¾” x 11”
Inside: 8.5 x 11”

Paper: Cover: 80# Fortune gloss text or equivalent
End sheet: Carolina 15 pt CIS
Text: 80# Fortune gloss text or equivalent

Ink: Cover: 4-color, prints one side
Text: pp. 1, 19, 45, 65, 81, 105, 117, 149, and 165 are 4-color & bleed 4 sides; all other inside pages are black + one PMS with some duotones and bleeds on outside; 4 pages (194, 196, 198, 200) have bleeds 4 sides, black + one PMS with some duotones
End sheet: Pantone 349 C; prints solid; varnish or aqueous coat if necessary to prevent ink ruboff

Bleeds: See Ink

Prepress: Customer-furnished file

Mechanics: MAC InDesign CS6
Scans: All images are placed.

Proofing: **Cover, 4-color pages**: Match print; **end sheet**: color proof; all **other inside pages**: color proof

Bindery: Box and label on the side of the box (not the top) as to publication number, publication title, and quantity; boxes weighing no more than 30 lb each.

Instructions No covers or unders. Publications must be shipped postage prepaid to Bryan, TX, and the freight charge included in the bid. Printing negatives become the property of the agency and must be returned, along with all materials supplied by the agency, before payment will be approved.

More Detail if Needed on Project:

Printing:  
**Cover**: 4cp + Gloss Laminate / 0  
**End Sheet**: PMS-349C + Gloss Aq / 0  
**Inside 9-Pages**: 4cp  
**Inside 223-Pages**: Black + PMS

More Detail if Needed:  
**Cover Detail**: 4 Pages (9.500 x 11.375 BLEEDS) printed on 80# Polar Bear Gloss Book – White  
4 color Process Side 1, None Side 2 – Medium (40%) Coverage

**Text Detail**: 232 Pages (8.500 x 11.000 BLEEDS) printed on 80# Polar Bear Gloss Book – White  
4 color + 1 PMS Side 1, 4 Color + 1 PMS Side 2 – Medium (40%) Coverage

**End Sheets Detail**: 4 Pages (9.500 x 11.000) printed on 15 Pt Tango C1S Cover  
1 PMS + AQ Side 1, None Side 2 – Solid (100%) Coverage